
UNIVERSALITY OF DEPRAVITY  
 
Universal depravity is the result of education, imitation, and a naturally vitiated 
nature. 
 
It cannot result from education or imitation; otherwise, it would not be universal. 
Nothing which is the result of either is so general and widespread. It would be 
more or less in one country than another, as the knowledge of the sciences and 
arts are; or painting, mathematics, etc. But depravity is universal in extent and 
degree, in every discovered land and island. 
 
If it results from either, who taught the first persons or community, in each and 
every land, in all the unnumbered species of wickedness and crime? It must of 
course have been natural to their first teachers, and their number must have been 
many millions, to have rendered instruction to the whole world and made it 
popular, if mankind were as hard to be instructed in sin as in holiness, which 
would have been if not biased. Then, the impossibility of original depravity and 
sin being removed is it more rational to believe that a few were thus, and the rest 
initiated into it, or that all are naturally inclined to do wrong? 
 
But, granting that it is the result of education or imitation, or both, then there 
must be a natural love for sin, and a natural adaptedness of the human faculties 
to commit it; otherwise, every person on earth, young and old, in all climes, 
would not love it equally, or have learned it alike readily, and become alike 
perfected in it. Is it so with the arts and sciences, or anything that is learned? 
 
It cannot be either; for children that have been placed out of the reach of vicious 
persons, to corrupt or teach them, and, moreover, have been most carefully 
taught the principles of religion and ever breathed the atmosphere of piety and 
prayer, have invariably evinced an aversion to holiness; and having once broken 
away from restraints, have plunged deepest into vice and become leaders in 
iniquity. 
 
Finally, and conclusively, it cannot result from either education or imitation, for 
the most atrocious crimes and acts of wickedness on record have been 
perpetrated by those who had no example. Where lived the fratricide before the 
days of Cain? Had he heard of one who had stained his hands in fraternal gore? 
Who taught him, but his own wicked disposition, to raise the murderous club, 
and strike the innocent to the earth? Therefore, if it cannot be from either 
education or imitation, it must be from a naturally vitiated and depraved nature. 
We adduce, in proof of this latter: 
 
Read the opinions of the most eminent and distinguished philosophers of 
antiquity. They saw this universal malady this leprosy of the heart which 
rendered the whole human family unclean and studied diligently for its origin, 



and have left us their reasoning’s and conclusions. No human opinions are 
superior to them. Allow me to quote briefly: 
 
Plato, the godlike, asserts that no one is born without sin. He names this 
proneness to sin, natural sin or depravity, defining it, an evil nature. We hear 
Horace, the prince of Roman poets, acknowledging and lamenting it, breaking 
forth in language like this: 
 
“Man with vile and corrupted nature born is soon expert in every shade of crime.” 
 
Plutarch says: "There is a fatal portion of evil in all when born, from whence 
results the depravity of the soul, diseases, death, etc. 
 
Cicero "laments that man should be brought into life by nature as a stepmother, 
with a naked, frail and infirm body, and with a mind naturally depraved and 
prone to vice." 
 
The Scriptures leave us not to the conclusions of human philosophy; but shed the 
clearest light upon it. With what confidence does it ask us, "Who can bring a 
clean thing out of an unclean? Not one" Job 14:4. Can a pure, sinless, and holy 
nature proceed from an unholy and depraved one? John 3:6: "That which is born 
of the flesh, is flesh"  carnal corrupt. And the prophet testifies Jeremiah 17:9 that 
the heart is the bitter fountain of all pollution and of all things the most deceitful, 
and desperately wicked. The Saviour tells us that "out of the heart of man proceed 
evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, blasphemies"; that the natural 
heart is to commit these things, and delights in them. 
Again, "If the root be holy, so are the branches." Conversely, if the root be unholy, 
so are the branches. If the root of mankind was of corrupt and diseased nature, 
will not all the branches, the descendants of that stock be of like nature? Unholy! 
Corrupt! 
 
Finally, upon this point: That the natures of mankind are vitiated and depraved, 
we prove from the fact that infants and children, who never committed actual 
transgression, die. This could never be unless they were sinners or of sinful and 
depraved natures. When sin entered into the dominions of God, he summoned 
the most malignant of the lost spirits from the world of darkness, and gave him 
permission to dwell upon earth until the end of time, and become the executioner 
of the penalty of sin: "In the day thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die" hence 
he was called Death. His commission was: Upon whatever being he found the 
mark of depravity, or the sign of sin, he might seize it for his prey. 
 
Death went forth upon his mission of destruction; thousands on thousands fell 
daily before him, from the ranks of manhood and age. One day, as he drew near 
to touch with his ice-pointed finger the heart of a mother on whom he discovered 
his sign, he saw, sleeping upon her breast, a picture of beauty and innocence. 
There was a look of such purity and angel loveliness about it that he started back; 
he dared not blight one beauty, nor cause one petal of that fair floweret to fall to 



earth. He watched it with a strange interest, but ere long it awoke from its 
slumber with cries and writhing with pain. Death gazed some moments in 
astonishment. He remembered his instruction. Where there is no sin, there is no 
pain or distress. Then drawing from his quiver his finest and most polished shaft 
he sped it to the infant's heart, and bore it in triumph into his dark dominion; by 
this deed setting his seal to the truth, as the father, so the child. 
 
The young viper, though harmless and innocent, possesses naturally the 
venomous disposition and poisonous nature of its species, and requires only time 
to mature and develop it. Will our modern theologians who defend infant 
holiness assert that the young basilisk is not naturally a basilisk? We leave this 
proposition, so fully substantiated, to notice the depth of human depravity, which 
it does constitute: 


